WELCOME TO ARBOR’S AFTERNOON TEA for Collection

Because of our commitment to and passion for using fresh, seasonal ingredients, we have deliberately
left parts of the menu a little open to interpretation. Our pastry chef makes all his pastries to order,
changing things quite frequently to keep up with the seasons. If you would like more information on
what we can do for your stay-at-home baby shower or your hen afternoon tea then do ask. We can
cater for all diets but do require 24 hours notice.
Everything is a little strange right now, but don't compromise your special moment. Get our full
afternoon tea experience straight to your home. Order as many as you need, each box comes packaged
with the name of your guest on it.
•
•
•

Full afternoon tea, packaged per person in cute take-away boxes with ribbon and a name tag for
each of your guests
Bottle of mini Prosecco per person (Elderflower presse for the non drinkers)
3 Party Games:
Baby Celebrity
How many sweeties in the bottle?
Baby Bingo
CLASSIC AFTERNOON TEA
– 25.00 –
Homemade Scones
Chocolate chip and traditional scones, Dorset clotted cream and housemade preserves.
Chef’s Fancies
Cake selection freshly prepared each morning by our Pastry Chef

Traditional Finger Sandwiches
Finger sandwiches with traditional fillings such as smoked salmon, egg & cress, cheese and ham in
wraps, baps and sandwiches
Anyone for Tea?
We use Dorset Tea which is a local company. While we love their ethos “Herbal flavoured infusion
inspired by life in Dorset”, they also share the same Green values as us. They say “Our natural
surroundings, its maintenance and the well being of workers are very important to us. We therefore only
use 100% Rainforest Alliance Certified tea for our Golden Blend Dorset Tea™. This means that the
workers and farmers who carefully grow and select the leaves in our tea can also enjoy a good quality of
life, while protecting their natural environment which is as important to us as it is to them.”
Our Tea Selection includes:
(served as tea bags)
Breakfast Tea

Gluten, Dairy Free and Vegan Afternoon tea available upon request
Available daily from 12pm until 5pm for collection
Must be ordered 24 hours in advance

